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Jamavar London

Michelin-starred Jamavar London, located on Mayfair’s iconic Mount Street, is the first international outpost of the renowned Indian fine dining concept by LSL CAPITAL, co-founded by Dinesh and Samyukta Nair in 2016.
Celebrated for its gracious hospitality, inviting atmosphere, and beautiful surroundings inspired by the Viceroy’s House in New Delhi, the acclaimed restaurant is a rendition of a palatial Indian dining experience in the heart of Mayfair.
Here, exceptional pan-Indian dishes are thoughtfully prepared by Culinary Director and Executive Chef Surender Mohan using the freshest British produce and most authentic Indian cooking techniques. In 2022, Jamavar London was awarded a Michelin star in The Great Britain & Ireland Michelin Guide for its high-quality cooking and holistic approach to Indian cuisine.
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The Dining Rooms

Jamavar London’s dining spaces — The Dining Room and The Game Room — are set across two floors, with a total seating capacity of 108. Both feature delicate colonial flourishes combined with the intricate patterns of the Jamavar shawls of India, from which the restaurant takes its name.
With rainforest and brown emperador marbles, dark timber panelling and gilded lincrusta wallcoverings, The Dining Room on the ground floor is offset with brass accents, hand-cut marquetry and a sculpted bar made up of Indian print block patterns and Lutyens inspired furniture.
Downstairs in The Game Room, navy leather upholstery and silvered oak accents are complemented by rainforest-brown marble flooring. The design draws on the ancient games of India, with Chaturanga dining tables, artwork inspired by Ganjifa playing cards adorning the walls, and a gilded Paschisi mirror in celebration of the national game of India.









Private Dining & Celebrations

Nestled at the end of The Dining Room on the ground floor, The Sapphire Room is perfect for intimate gatherings; seating up to eight guests and its own wine vitrine, this exclusive conservatory is decorated in rich, royal blue hues as a tribute to the natural indigo dyes of India, and looks out onto a beautifully planted botanical garden. Or, for larger groups, there’s The Game Room, which seats up to 38 guests in a semi-private dining area with an exclusive mirror-embellished bar.
Jamavar London is the perfect place to celebrate those special moments with your loved ones. Whether you’re planning a birthday, anniversary, or any other momentous occasion, take your guests on a decadent culinary journey as you feast on our authentic menu thoughtfully created by Executive Chef Surender Mohan.
Our culinary team would be delighted to curate the perfect menu to fit your requirements, and our Sommelier, happy to assist you in selecting a bespoke wine matches to pair with each dish.
To learn more about personalised private dining, contact our reservations team.
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Gift Vouchers

Memories are made around the dining table, and being part of your special moments is a privilege to us. Treat your friends and loved ones to an unforgettable culinary experience at Jamavar London. Drawing upon regional cooking and the wealth of flavours in Indian cuisine.
Every dining experience at Jamavar is filled with fond memories, decadent food and thoughtful service.
We look forward to welcoming you.


Gift Voucher 








Reservations
reservations@jamavarlondon.com

020 7499 1800
Due to limited space we can not accommodate any pram or pushchair in the restaurant. Please contact the restaurant for kids policy.




Opening Hours
Monday to Saturday

Lunch: 12pm – 2:30pm

Dinner: 5:30pm – 10:30pm
Sunday

Lunch: 12pm – 2:30pm

Dinner: 5:30pm – 9:30pm
Order Online

Monday-Saturday: 12pm – 2:30pm & 5:30pm – 10pm

Sunday: 12pm – 2:30pm & 5:30pm – 9:30pm

Location
8 Mount Street,

Mayfair, W1K 3NF
Get DirectionsInstagram | Facebook | Twitter
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